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The  Cryptocurrency Fear & Greed Index has been useful to track the shifts in market sentiment lately. The daily indicator, which uses a numeric
scale between 0 and 100 to measure the sentiment in the crypto market, has finally entered the "Greed" territory. At the moment of this report, the
index is 56. The last time the Index was signalling "Greed" was back in November 2021. 

The use of this index as a trend indicator could help traders to invest wisely. As the indicator is currently presenting an inflexion point, traders could
expect the market to keep gaining bullish momentum in the near future. 
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US Non-Farm Payrolls 

Risk appetite has been improving in the last few days and now
the spotlight is on US non-farm payrolls (NFP). NFP promises
to bring increasing trading volume into the markets this week,
including digital assets. According to the forecast, the
employment report is expected to come in below the previous
reported 490K. 

Other important fundamentals throughout the week are:

- ECB Press Conference on Wednesday
- US GDP (Quarter Reading) on Wednesday 
- EU Inflation reading (CPI) on Friday 
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Best performers in the last 7 days 

Zilliqa, Waves, DigiByte, Loopring and Filecoin
are some of the major winners in the last 7 days
with all of them adding over 40% in profits.  

The high-performance and permissionless
blockchain platform, Zilliqa, was the top
performer of the week with the asset adding over
100% in returns lately. The Zilliqa token has
gathered traction lately due to a series of internal
team developments. The company has started
hiring several recognised bankers for various
roles, which has improved the trust of investors.
In addition, ZIL has also partnered with RAMP to
facilitate fast, secure and frictionless fiat-to-crypto
payments of its token. 
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Best performers in the last 30 days

Over $400 billion have entered the crypto market cap in the last 30 days. The improvements in the overall crypto sentiment as well
as the last BTC rally are the two elements pushing the market cap growth.  ZIL, ETC, LUNA, LRC, ADA, ETH are leading the green
board with the highest overall monthly valuations.  On the other hand, MATI,GALA, SAND, SHIB and FTM have recorded almost no
improvements in its price action.  
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Altcoins Market Cap 

80% of the Altcoins in the market are showing signs of starting a new uptrend, indicating that the sentiment may have turned from selling on rallies
to buying on dips.  The latest rally on BTC has increased Altcoins’ strength, with many of them still languishing below their 52-week high.  With the
Crypto Fear and Greed Index now stepping into the “greed” territory and the weekly inflows to cryptocurrency investment products substantially
increasing, we expect several altcoins to keep providing double-digit profits in the next few weeks. 
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DeFi Market Cap 

The decentralized finance (DeFi) sector has grown substantially over the last couple of days with its Total Value Locked (TVL) now exceeding
$159.08Bn. The ecosystem is on its way to all-time highs, with several Layer 1 and Layer 2 tokens peaking on previous historical highs.
The DeFi market cap needs to break the 200Bn mark to set new fresh highs and at this stage investors are in no way near to closing their long
positions with the bullish momentum in the chart looking solid. 
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin dominance,  the difference in percentage between the market capitalization of Bitcoin to the total market cap of the entire cryptocurrency
market, has remained in consolidation for several days, with its chart oscillating between 44% and 42%. The ratio keeps forming a reversal
structure with its candlesticks printing continuous "Doji" candles. At the time of this analysis BTC.D is at 42%. 
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Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 

The Ethereum dominance index keeps reaching weekly highs after successfully rejecting the ascending trendline. Ether's dominance has increased
substantially in the last few days after Bitcoin’s market dominance showed an inflexion point near key resistance. In the last market analysis, we
predicted  Ethereum dominance to potentially gain some territory in the next few days, with the 20% mark as a target and now the ratio is decimals
away from the mark.  We expect ETH.D to retest the 21% historical mark by the end of the quarter.  
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Bitcoin (BTC)  

Bitcoin (BTC) gave $48,000 a second grilling on
March 29 after a modest overnight correction
provided a welcome respite from the upside.

Bitcoin’s price jumped back above $45K last
week for the first time since February. At the time
of this analysis, BTCUSD keeps trending up, with
its weekly and daily candles printing bullish
"Engulfing" candlesticks. 

The current climb extends a surge that started
earlier this month after the Federal Reserve’s
announcement that it would raise interest rates
for the first time in three years. For BTC to
extend gains, the pair must close above the
$50K mark (which will also be in alignment with
our first target). 
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